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Additional Comments on Search 

This lecture assumes that you have 
•  Readings from Chapter 3 of  ArtInt and  
•  Watch blind/heuristic search videos 
As indicated on the Week 2 https://my.vanderbilt.edu/cs4260cs5260/schedule/ 
 
ArtInt: Poole and Mackworth, Artificial Intelligence 2E  
            at http://artint.info/2e/html/ArtInt2e.html 



Example:	What	is	an	admissible	heuris4c	func4on	for	the	course	scheduler?	

Suppose	
	
•  Goal	=	{CS1101,	CS2201,	CS3250,	CS3251,	CS3270,	CS3281,	…,	CS4269}	
•  Current	state,	Curr	=	{CS1101,	CS2201}	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Suppose	further	that	the	Goal	specifica4on	does	not	contain	CS4260,		
						then	h(Curr)	<	actual	cost(Curr	à	Goal)	
	
					Why?	
	
					Other	reasons	for	possible	underes4mate	include	need	to	repeat	courses	
	

Then	
	
•  h(Curr)	=	|Goal	–	Curr|	(i.e.,	the	size	of	the	set	difference	between	Goal	and	Curr)	
•  Goal	–	Curr	=	{CS3250,	CS3251,	CS3270,	CS3281,	…,	CS4269}	



Knowledge necessary for Goal Check, Scheduling, 
 and reasonable user interface 





State Space Search Application: Rubix Cube Solver 
Wenhao Du posted Aug 28, 2018 10:34 PM Subscribe 
Set of  states: some configuration of  the Rubix cube 
 
Start state: a given configuration of  the Rubix cube given to the Rubix Cube Solver 
 
Goal state: configuration of  Rubix Cube in which each face is only of  a single color 
 
Action function: A series of  rotations that solve a particular subproblem, determined by which 
subcubes should be "switched" 
 
I think a rubiks cube solver is a classic example in which artificial intelligence can utilize a dumb 
algorithm layer to offload work. One can just as easily define the action functions to be a single 
rotation. However, study of  the problem reveals that there can be a set of  predefined algorithms 
for switching subcubes in particular patterns. Thus, the determination of  which ones to switch 
and whether that can get you closer to the solution requires a conscious choice. 



From:	AAAI-82	Proceedings.	Copyright	©1982,	AAAI	(www.aaai.org).	All	rights	reserved.		
A	PROGRAM	THAT	LEARNS	TO	SOLVE	RUBIK’S	CUBE,	Richard	E.	Korf		
hjps://www.aaai.org/Papers/AAAI/1982/AAAI82-039.pdf	

Macro-Operators:	A	Weak	Method	for	Learning,	by	Richard	Korf,	From	hjps://
www.sciencedirect.com/science/ar4cle/pii/0004370285900128	



Macro-Operators:	A	Weak	Method	for	Learning,	by	Richard	Korf,	From	hjps://
www.sciencedirect.com/science/ar4cle/pii/0004370285900128	
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RDLU	is	a	macro	that	places	1	in	is	goal	posi4on	and	returns	all	
Previous	“subgoals”	(i.e.,	blank	in	this	case)	to	their	goal	posi4on		



Macro-Operators:	A	Weak	Method	for	Learning,	by	Richard	Korf,	From	hjps://
www.sciencedirect.com/science/ar4cle/pii/0004370285900128	



Why are composite (aka macro) operators useful? 

Operators that frequently occur “back-to-back” may be useful to remember as a package  
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Suppose that opi, opj, and opk 
occur frequently in plans that 
are found through search. Then 
remember  opi; opj; opk, identify this 
composite operators preconditions 
and effects, and treat like any other  
operator during search 
 
This can reduce the effective depth 
of  search, but it also increases the  
effective breadth of  search  



Why are composite (aka macro) operators useful? 

More interesting reason: macros can bridge places in the search where the heuristic is misleading 

Consider this situation 
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Initial State Goal State 

A-on-B 
B-on-C 
C-on-Table 

C-on-A 
A-on-B 
B-on-Table 

Use forward search, with 
heuristic that counts the number  

of  unachieved subgoals 
so, h(Initial State) = 2 

 
but it is necessary to use the unstack operator to remove A from B 

to eventually achieve the final goal. This resulting intermediate state has an h value of  3 
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State	Space	Search	-	planning	a	road	trip	
Get	A	Good	Soqware	Engineering	Job	
Deciding	which	items	to	pack	for	a	trip	
State	Space	Search:	Tic	Tac	Toe	
Pusng	an	outit	together	
A	robot	that	needs	to	navigate	a	room	or	building	
Groceries	State	Space	Search	
Poten4al	Applica4on	-	Meal	Planning	
Analysis	of	Song	Choice	
Searching	for	a	File	
Rider-matching	
Sudoku	formulated	as	State	Space	Search	
State	Space	Search	Applica4on:	Rubix	Cube	Solver	
Career	Coach	
Food	Planning	
Construc4on	of	a	generic	physical	product	
Travel	salesman	problem	
Finding	a	route	(from	Rand	to	Commons)	
Road	trip	
Sudoku	as	a	State	Space	Search	
College	Scheduling	
Path-finding	

State	Space	Search	for	Chess	
Booking	Cheapest	Flights	
People	that	need	to	cross	a	river	(scheduling	
under	constraints)	
Game	of	chess	
Football	AI	app	
Tic	Tac	Toe	
State	Space	Search	in	a	Parser	
Designing	new	chemical	compounds	
Personal	Fitness	Tracker	
Winning	a	game	of	Catan	
Packing	Warehouse	Robots	
Dog	shelter	
Maze	problem	
Drone	planning	
Naviga4on	State	Space	Search	Applica4on	
Fish-feeding	Robot	-	State	Space	Search	
Model	Checking	in	Formal	Verifica4on	
Rand	Meal	Robot	
Elevator	control	program	
Following	a	Cake	Baking	Recipe	
Playing	your	turn	in	Uno	
Sejlers	of	Catan	Ini4al	Piece	Placement	



“With	the	dissemina4on	of	AI	into	everyday	life,	recent	years	
have	shown	many	new	applica4ons	of	heuris4c	search	algorithms	
to	novel	domains.	These	domains	include	feature	
selec4on	for	clustering	algorithms	(Marino	and	Lelis	2015),	˜	
anomaly	detec4on	for	cyber-security	(Mirsky	et	al.	2015),	
finding	error-correc4on	codes	(Palombo	et	al.	2015),	a	Kivalike	
domain	for	mul4-agent	pathfinding	(Cohen,	Uras,	and	
Koenig	2015),	Maximum	a	Posteriori	Es4ma4on	in	Probabilis4c	
Programs	(Tolpin	and	Wood	2015),	an	AI	player	of	
a	commercial	video	game	which	accounts	for	the	player’s	
enjoyment	(Churchill	and	Buro	2015),	and	automated	discovery	
of	chemical	compounds	(Heifets	and	Jurisica	2012).	
These	applica4ons	of	heuris4c	search	theory	and	algorithms	
provides	yet	another	demonstra4on	of	the	impact	of	
researching	heuris4c	search	methods.”	

What's	Hot	in	Heuris4c	Search?	-	Associa4on	for	the	Advancement	of	...	
hjps://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/AAAI/AAAI16/paper/download/12234/12283	
by	R	Stern	-	2016	-	Cited	by	1	-	Related	ar4cles	
involve	searching	in	large	state	spaces.	Therefore,	most	AI	algorithms	and	applica4ons	
include	heuris4c	search	algo-	rithms.	We	observed	in	the	past	years	an	...	


